We present the results of the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS), a ten-year project to map the full three-dimensional distribution of galaxies in the nearby Universe. The 2 Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) was completed in 2003 and its final data products, including an extended source catalog (XSC), are available on-line. The 2MASS XSC contains nearly a million galaxies with K s ≤ 13.5 mag and is essentially complete and mostly unaffected by interstellar extinction and stellar confusion down to a galactic latitude of |b| = 5
INTRODUCTION
Between the mid-1970s and the early 1980s, several discoveries were made based on innovations in detector technology and better understanding of galaxies that substantially changed our view of the nearby Universe. The cosmic microwave background (CMB) dipole was convincingly measured (Corey & Wilkinson 1976; Smoot et al. 1977; Cheng et al. 1979) , the first large redshift surveys were started (c.f. Davis et al. 1982) and Virgo Infall was both convincingly predicted and measured (de Vaucouleurs 1956; Silk 1974; Peebles 1976; Aaronson et al. 1982) . The kinematics of the Local Universe became a cosmological test and tool and -with the realization that the Virgo supercluster was insufficient to explain the CMB dipole -the search for the source of the flow (astronomy's Nile!) became a major cosmological quest.
In the 1980s this quest led to the discovery of even larger mass concentrations such as the Great Attractor (Burstein et al. 1986; Lynden-Bell et al. 1988) and the Shapley Supercluster (Tully & Shaya 1984; and the initiation of several very large scale redshift surveys based on IR and optical catalogs (e.g. Strauss et al. 1992a; Santiago et al. 1995; Saunders et al. 2000a) . Perforce then followed advanced distance surveys and catalogs (Mould et al. 1993; Willick et al. 1997) . Sophisticated techniques were developed to analyze these surveys (Dekel et al. 1990; Zaroubi et al. 1995) but despite reasonable data and thorough analyses, the source of the CMB dipole was not convincingly identified and there remained very significant conflicts between the results of different surveys (e.g., Schmoldt et al. 1999) .
Near the end of the 1990s, there remained a conflict between Ω M on all measured scales and the Ω M = 1 strongly predicted from inflation and cold dark matter models. Was the discrepancy real or were there problems with the data and/or the theory? Most of the community realized that all extant maps were tremendously biased, either by extinction or by wavelength (read "young star formation," which dominates both blue and far-infrared light). This was the explanation advocated by the theorists -the galaxies being measured were not really tracing the mass. Fortunately, the overall Ω problem was solved soon thereafter with the discovery of dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) coupled with the accurate determination of the Hubble constant (Freedman et al. 2001 ) and the measurement of the large scale geometry of the Universe through observations of fluctuations in the CMB (Spergel et al. 2003) . Still, several very significant questions remain. Can we accurately (to a few percent) observationally account for the matter density in the nearby Universe? How is matter distributed? In particular, can we explain gravitationally the motion of the Milky Way with respect to the CMB? Do we understand the differences, if any, in the distribution of ordinary baryonic matter and dark matter (i.e., the bias function)? These questions are yet unanswered and clearly drive the detailed understanding of galaxy and largescale structure formation and evolution.
Despite all of the aforementioned work, even the galaxy density field of the Local Supercluster (LSC) is not in good shape. Despite high-quality data on the flow field, Tonry et al. (2000) found there are many missing elements to the model of the LSC, including possible local sources of the observed quadrupole field and the "Local Anomaly."
THE TWO MICRON ALL-SKY SURVEY
The Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) had its origins in a proposal to NASA for a "Near InfraRed Astronomical Satellite" by G. Fazio, J. Huchra, J. Mould and collaborators in 1988 . The survey was eventually carried out by a team led by astronomers at the University of Massachusetts (UMass) using twin 1.3-m telescopes located at Mount Hopkins, Arizona (starting in 1997) and Cerro Tololo, Chile (starting in 1998). Scans were completed by 2001 and the final data release was made available in 2003 through IPAC 16 . 2MASS mapped the entire sky in the J, H, and K s bands, avoiding many of the observational biases that affected previous optical and far-infrared all-sky surveys. The effects of interstellar extinction are reduced by 10× relative to the B-band and the spectral energy distributions of most galaxies peak at near-infrared wavelengths. Moreover, K-band luminosities are a useful proxy for baryonic mass as the stellar mass-to-light ratio is fairly constant across galaxy types at this wavelength (e.g., within a factor of 2; Bell & de Jong 2001) . This makes the near-infrared the spectral region of choice to map the distribution of matter in the nearby Universe.
The 2MASS photometric pipeline produced a complete and reliable extended-source catalog (XSC, Jarrett et al. 2000b; Jarrett 2004 ) of ∼ 10 6 objects with K s ≤ 13.5 mag and a mean photometric accuracy better than 0.1 mag. Moreover, the database included information on the photometric structure of the galaxies (photometric profiles, axis ratios, etc.). 2MASS provided the first modern, allsky, highly accurate catalog of galaxies. A few years later, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000) started to provide overlapping deeper optical data which eventually covered ∼ 35% of the sky , but 2MASS remains the only modern, survey which can be used to construct a uniform, all-sky, three-dimensional map of the local Universe.
Two decades before 2MASS, the first flux-limited allsky galaxy catalog was created from observations by the IRAS satellite at 60µm (Strauss et al. 1990 ). Since galaxies were unresolved by IRAS, the point source catalog formed the basis of a redshift survey (PSCz Fisher et al. 1995a; Saunders et al. 2000a) . Among other problems, the PSCz catalog gave little weight to ellipticals (which are dim at 60µm because this wavelength is dominated by dusty star formation) and suffered from severe confusion in regions of high density. However, the uniform full-sky coverage was unique at the time.
2.1. The Zone of Avoidance 2MASS is an excellent probe of the zone-of-avoidance for bright galaxies, as was discussed in depth by Huchra et al. (2005) . Figure 1 is an update of Fig. 8 from Huchra et al. (2005) showing the 2MASS XSC coverage at K s ≤ 11.75 mag, limited only by confusion near Fig. 1 .-Distribution of 2MASS galaxies with Ks ≤ 11.75 mag in Galactic coordinates (Aitoff projection). Blue dots represent galaxies outside our survey area. Note that due to stellar confusion we cannot cover, even to this bright magnitude limit, the very central region of the galaxy but we do cover ∼91% of the sky. the galactic center. Figure 2 is an update of Fig. 7 from Huchra et al. (2005) and shows the galaxy surface density versus galactic latitude for several magnitude limits. At the bright magnitudes surveyed by 2MRS, the catalog is essentially complete to very low latitudes.
THE 2MASS REDSHIFT SURVEY
The primary extragalactic goal of 2MASS was to feed the next generation of all-sky redshift surveys to fully map the nearby Universe. To this end, we started a program in September 1997 to obtain the required spectroscopic data for a magnitude-limited sample of galaxies: the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS). Our initial survey limits of K s = 11.25 mag and |b| = 10
• (20,860 galaxies; hereafter 2MRS11.25) were progressively increased to final values of K s = 11.75 mag and |b| = 5 − 8
• (44,599 galaxies; the full 2MRS), allowing us to steadily complete our view of the local universe.
2MRS builds and improves on the previous generation of local surveys (see Table 1 ) and is complementary to contemporaneous larger, deeper surveys, notably 2dF , SDSS ) and specially 6dFGS ) which also used the 2MASS XSC as its input catalog and provided a large number of redshifts for our survey. These larger surveys have not attempted to be complete over the whole sky, since many cosmological measurements do not require this level of completeness and trade-offs must be made between depth and sky coverage given available telescope time and resources.
Sample selection
The initial selection of sources was based on the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog (XSC). The 2MASS photometric pipeline performed a variety of magnitude measurements for each extended source in each band. We selected as our primary set of magnitudes the isophotal magnitudes measured in an elliptical aperture defined at the K s =20 mag/⊓ ⊔ ′′ isophote. We also include in our data tables the "total extrapolated magnitudes" derived by the pipeline, but do not use them for our sample selection. In the case of galaxies with angular sizes much -Surface number density vs galactic latitude for three cuts in the 2MASS XSC at Ks =11.75, 12.5 and 13.25 mag. While the number counts drop sharply in the 5 • ≤ |b| ≤ 10 • bin for the 13.25 mag sample, the incompleteness is reduced for the 12.5 mag sample and it is essentially zero for the 11.75 mag sample. The upturn in all samples at 90 • is due to the Coma supercluster.
greater than the width of a single 2MASS scan, we used the photometry presented in the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (LGA) by Jarrett et al. (2003) . We applied a modest extinction correction to the 2MASS XSC or LGA magnitudes using the maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) .
We selected 45,086 sources which met the following criteria:
• K s ≤ 11.75 mag and detected at H
We rejected 324 sources of galactic origin (multiple stars, planetary nebulae, H II regions) or pieces of galaxies detected as separate sources by the 2MASS pipeline. These rejected objects are listed in Table A1 . Additionally, we flagged 314 bona fide galaxies with compromised photometry for reprocessing at a future date. Some of these galaxies have bright stars very close to their nuclei which were not detected by the pipeline. Others are in regions of high stellar density and their center positions and/or isohpotal radii have been incorrectly measured by the pipeline. Lastly, some are close pairs or multiples but the pipeline only identified a single object.
Tom Jarrett used the original 2MASS LGA pipeline to reprocess 72 of the flagged galaxies by the date this paper was submitted for publication. These galaxies are listed in Table A2 . The remaining 242 flagged galaxies are separated in two categories. Table A3 lists 87 objects for which the photometric parameters are expected to exhibit little change after reprocessing, but would still benefit from such a procedure. These galaxies have not been removed from the catalog. Table A4 contains 165 galaxies with seriously compromised photometry, which have been removed from the catalog.
In summary, the final input catalog contains 44,599 entries which are plotted using black symbols in Figure 1 . Galaxies outside the survey area are plotted in blue and outline the "zone of avoidance" described previously. In this work, we present redshifts for 43,533 of the selected galaxies, or 97.6% of the sample. 3.2. Observations, data reduction and analysis We obtained spectra for 11,000 galaxies that met the selection criteria listed above, plus an additional 2,898 galaxies beyond the catalog limits. Observations were carried out between September 1997 and January 2011 using a variety of facilities, listed in Table 2 . The majority of the spectra obtained for this survey were acquired at the Fred L. Whipple Observatory 1.5-m telescope, which mostly targeted galaxies in the northern hemisphere. In the southern hemisphere, we relied heavily on observations by the 6dFGS project ) but also carried out our own observations using the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory 1.5-m telescope. We initially targeted K s < 11.25 mag galaxies to obtain a complete all-sky sample (Huchra et al. 2005 ) while 6dFGS observations were still ongoing. Later, we targeted galaxies below the Galactic latitude limit of 6dFGS and filled gaps in their coverage.
At FLWO, most observations were carried out by P. Berlind and M. Calkins, with additional observations by J. Huchra, L. Macri, A. Crook and E. Falco. Additional spectra were obtained in queue mode by other CfA-affiliated observers. At CTIO, observations were carried out by J. Huchra, L. Macri and the SMARTS consortium queue operators. At McDonald, observations were carried out by J. Mader, T. George and resident astronomers. Exposure times ranged from 120s to 2,400s with an average value of 550s. Some galaxies were observed on multiple nights (sometimes with increased exposure times relative to the first exposure) to improve the quality of the redshift measurement. The total "open shutter" time for the observations was approximately 2,100 hours. Bias and flat frames (dome or internal quartz lamp) were obtained daily. Comparison spectra were obtained before or after each science exposure using a variety of He, Ne and Ar lamps. Stellar and galaxy radial velocity standards were observed nightly.
The spectra were reduced and analyzed in a uniform manner using IRAF 17 . Images were debiased and flatfielded using routines in the CCDRED package and onedimensional spectra were extracted using routines in the APEXTRACT package. Dispersion functions were derived from the comparison lamp spectra and applied to the observations using routines in the ONEDSPEC package. The spectra obtained at FLWO were processed by S. Tokarz and N. Martimbeau using the automated pipeline described in Tokarz & Roll (1997) . Two typical spectra are shown in the top panels of Figure 3 . Radial velocities were measured by the usual technique of cross-correlating spectra against templates (Tonry & Davis 1979) using the XCSAO task in the RVSAO package (Kurtz & Mink 1998) . We used a variety of templates developed at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. The bottom panels of Figure 3 show the results of the cross-correlation technique for the two representative spectra. Figure 4 shows histograms of internal velocity uncertainties for the galaxies observed at FLWO and CTIO. The median uncertainty values for spectra that only contain absorption lines are 29 and 41 km/s for FLWO and CTIO, respectively, while the corresponding values for emission-line spectra are 12 and 24 km/s.
The reduced spectra are available for further analysis at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Telescope Data Center 18 (hereafter, "2MRS web site"). For example, a list of galaxies with emission-line features is available for those interested in searching for nearby AGN.
Matching with previous redshift catalogs
We retrieved the SDSS-DR8 spectroscopic catalog 19 and searched for counterparts to 2MASS sources using a tolerance radius of 2.
′′ 5. We found 7,069 matches to galaxies without 2MRS redshifts (including 390 galaxies with multiple SDSS observations for which we calculated a weighted mean redshift). These are identified with the catalog code "S".
We retrieved the 6dFGS-DR3 spectroscopic catalog 20 and searched for counterparts to 2MASS sources using a tolerance radius of 10 ′′ . We only selected redshifts measured with the 6dF instrument (code=126 in column 17 of their catalog), with velocity quality 3 or 4 (equivalent to velocity uncertainties of 55 and 45 km/s, respectively). We obtained 11,763 matches to galaxies without 2MRS redshifts. These are identified with the catalog code "6".
We performed a literature search for galaxies without 2MRS, 6dF or SDSS redshifts using the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED). First, we carried out a "Search by Name" query using the 2MASS IDs of the galaxies as input. This returned 12,694 redshifts that were incorporated into our catalog. We refer to these redshifts as the "NED default" set, and they are identified with the catalog code "N". Next, we performed a "Search near Position" query using the 2MASS coordinates of the galaxies for which no redshift information had been returned by the previous query. We used a tolerance radius of 1.
′ 3 for the search, which resulted in an additional 226 redshifts. These are galaxies where the difference in coordinates between 2MASS and previous catalogs is sufficiently large that NED has two or more entries for the same object, in most cases "associated" (in NED terms) with one another but no redshift information is returned when querying by 2MASS ID. In the case of an additional 32 galaxies, we did not use the default redshift returned by NED but instead adopted an alternative redshift listed in NED. These 258 "alternative NED redshifts" are identified with the catalog code "M".
Lastly, we matched the 2MASS XSC against John Huchra's personal compilation of redshifts (ZCAT) and found velocities for an additional 749 galaxies which had no corresponding information in NED, including 455 galaxies observed by John Huchra or collaborators prior to the start of 2MRS but never published. We also identified 77 galaxies for which the ZCAT and NED redshifts were in disagreement and we gave preference to the ZCAT values. Detailed information on these galaxies and those for which we assigned alternative NED redshifts (see preceding paragraph) is provided in Table A5 . Galaxies with ZCAT redshifts are identified with catalog code "O".
Our catalog gives preference to 2MRS redshifts over any previously-published SDSS or 6dF value, to SDSS over 6dF, to 6dF over NED, and to NED over ZCAT, except for the cases described above. We list the additional redshifts for galaxies with multiple measurements in Table A6 , to allow interested readers to assign a dif- ferent set of precedences or to compute weighted mean redshifts. Figure 5 shows a comparison of redshifts for all 2MASS galaxies observed by us and by 6dFGS or SDSS. The average redshift difference for galaxies in common between each pair of catalogs is the following: 2 ± 61 km/s for N = 2, 511 galaxies in 2MRS and 6dFGS; 14 ± 35 km/s for N = 1, 940 galaxies in 2MRS and SDSS; 11 ± 55 km/s for N = 3, 187 galaxies in 6dFGS and SDSS. The dispersions are consistent with the typical velocity uncertainties of each survey (30 − 40 km/s for 2MRS, 45 − 55 km/s for 6dFGS and 5 km/s for SDSS).
The 2MRS catalog
The 2MRS catalog is presented in Table 3 and is also available at the 2MRS web site. It contains 29 columns that are described below, including the original 2MASS XSC column names in square brackets when applicable. Table 1. 14. Schlegel et al. (1998) 28. v src: NED bibliographic code for source of redshift (see Table A7 for references)
Catalog ID: galaxy ID in redshift catalog
In addition to our measurements, Table 3 contains redshifts from 578 publications which are referenced in the catalog using ADS/NED bibliographic codes (see Table A7 ). We strongly encourage proper citation of the original publications when making use of any of these values. Table A9 lists 4,291 redshifts for 2MASS galaxies which lie beyond the limits of our main catalog. 2,884 were observed as part of this project while 1,407 had been previously targeted by Huchra and collaborators for other -Hockey Puck plot -a full cylinder section -of 2MRS in the north celestial cap. The view is looking downwards from the NCP, the thickness of the "puck" is 8,000 km/s and its radius is 15,000 km/s. projects. Lastly, Table A10 presents redshifts for 14 galaxies that are not in the 2MASS XSC but which were observed serendipitously due to their proximity to our targets. Figure 6 shows the distribution of galaxies as a function of redshift for the 2MRS main sample and selected surveys from Table 1 .
COSMIC CARTOGRAPHY
Some initial qualitative results from this survey are shown below via two visualization techniques: Hockey Pucks and Onion Skins.
Hockey Pucks
An all-sky survey allows us to make plots of the nearby galaxy distribution that are more representative than simple strip surveys (de Lapparent et al. 1986 ). The angular nature of strips around the sky, when projected onto a plane, are somewhat deceptive of real structure. They are thin at the center and thick at the edge. While this partially makes up for the normal decrease in the selection efficiency as a function of redshift in a flux limited sample, it provides a representation of structure that varies quite strongly from the center to edge. With full sky coverage, it is possible to project actual cylinders of redshift space. Given the long-term association of redshift surveys with the Harvard-Smithsonian CfA we naturally call these "Hockey Puck" plots. Code to generate these plots is available as part of the 2MRS data release.
Two "Hockey puck" diagrams shown in Figures 7 and 8 highlight the vast improvement in coverage through the galactic plane afforded by 2MRS as compared to even CfA2, the densest survey of the nearby universe (Huchra et al. , 1999a . Plotted are top-down views of cylindrical volumes with a radius of 15000 km/s and thickness of 8000 km/s, yielding an aspect ratio of about 3.5 to 1. The pucks show the galaxies in the northern and southern celestial hemispheres respectively -i.e. all galaxies above and below the celestial equator with redshifts placing them in the cylinder and with K s ≤ 11.75 mag. Many of our favorite structures and several prominent voids are easily seen in these plots.
The northern puck is dominated by the Local Supercluster at the center, the Great Wall (now straight in this cylindrical projection!) at 10-14.5 hours and PiscesPerseus at 0-5 hours. In addition, there are several new but smaller structures such as the one at 19 hours and 4,000 km/s, probably best associated with the Cygnus Cluster (Huchra et al. 1977 ).
The southern celestial hemisphere is more amorphous. There is the well-known Cetus Wall between 0 and 4 hours, the southern part of the Local Supercluster at the center, and the Hydra-Centaurus region, but also a large and diffuse overdensity between 19 and 22 hours, a region hitherto not mapped because of its proximity to the galactic plane. This structure appears to be both large and rich and should have a large effect on the local velocity field.
Onion Skins
Another projection that can highlight the properties of nearby structures are surface maps of the galaxy distribution as a function of redshift. Since these are conceptually like peeling an onion, they are best called "onion skins." Figures 9-11 show three sets of these skins, moving progressively outward in redshift, while Figure 12 shows the entire 2MRS catalog with the major structures of the Local Universe labeled. These figures use Galactic coordinate projections; the corresponding equatorial coordinate projections are shown in the Appendix. Fig. 9 .-2MASS galaxies inside the 3,000 km/s sphere in Galactic coordinates (centered at l = 0 • and following the convention of l increasing to the left). Heliocentric velocities are color coded with red, blue & green representing bins of increasing redshift/distance. Red for V h < 1, 000 km/s, blue for 1, 000 < V h < 2, 000 km/s, and green for 2, 000 < V h < 3, 000 km/s. Fig. 9 , but for velocities between 6,000 and 9,000 km/s. Fig. 12. -Same as Fig. 9 but for all 2MRS galaxies, spanning the entire redshift range covered by the survey (from z = 0 in purple to z = 0.08 in red). Figure 9 shows the distribution on the sky of all galaxies in the survey inside 3000 km/s color coded by redshift in 1000 km/s skins. The plane of the Local Supercluster dominates the map, but there is also a diffuse component between 2000 and 3000 km/s and 6 to 13 hours in the south. The next two figures again show some familiar structures but with a few surprises. The Great Wall, Pisces-Perseus and the Great Attractor dominate the mid ranges. The overdensity of galaxies in the direction of A3627 is high, and the comparison of Figure 10 with 11 clearly shows why we are moving with respect to the CMB towards a point around l = 270
• , b = 30 • .
GALAXY MORPHOLOGIES
Morphological types are listed in Table 3 for all of the 20,860 galaxies in 2MRS11.25. We used the classifications listed in ZCAT (based on RC3, NED and other catalogs) when available, but 5,682 of these galaxies had no type information. They were visually examined and classified by one of us (J.P.H.) using blue plates from the Digitized Sky Surveys. These new morphological types are identified by code "JH" in column 24 of the catalog. We also list morphological types from the literature for fainter galaxies in the catalog, when available.
Morphological typing in 2MRS uses the modified Hubble sequence (de Vaucouleurs 1963; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976 ). Elliptical galaxies have integer types −7 through −5. S0 galaxies range from integer type −4 (E/S0) through 0 (S0/a), in a sequence from least to most pronounced disks. Spirals are assigned integer types 1 (Sa) through 9 (Sm), without distinction between barred, unbarred or mixed-type. Irregular and peculiar galaxies are assigned integer types 10 and above. The format for the morphological type designations is described in detail in Table A8 .
The distribution of the galaxies in 2MRS11.25 by morphological type is shown in Fig. 13 , while Fig. 14 shows histograms by redshift for the three broad morphological classes described above. While the histograms show the same pattern as Fig. 6 , spirals dominate the dataset at lower redshifts, while ellipticals flatten near z ≈ 0.03 and extend to higher redshifts, as expected given their higher luminosity. 
PREVIOUS RESULTS FROM 2MRS
The 2MRS11.25 sample has been used in several publications:
• Erdogdu et al. (2006a) calculated the acceleration on the Local Group (LG). Their estimate of the dipole seems to converge to the cosmic microwave background (CMB) result within 60 h −1 Mpc, suggesting that the bulk of the motion of the LG comes from structures within that distance. They also carried out an analysis of the dipole weighting the sample by its luminosity (rather than the counts) and found relatively minor changes.
• Erdogdu et al. (2006b) calculated density and velocity fields. All major local superclusters and voids were successfully identified, and backside infall on to the "Great Attractor" region (at 50 h −1 Mpc) was detected.
• Westover (2007) measured the correlation function and found a steeper relationship between galaxy bias and luminosity than previously determined for optical samples, implying that near-infrared luminosities may be better mass tracers than optical ones. The relative biasing between early-and latetype galaxies was best fit by a power-law with no improvement when stochasticity was added, leaving open the possibility that populations of galaxies may evolve between one another.
• Crook et al. (2007) produced a catalog of galaxy groups, which was later used to model the local velocity field in Crook et al. (2010) .
• Erdogdu & Lahav (2009) predicted the acceleration of the Local Group generated by 2MRS in the framework of ΛCDM and the halo model of galaxies. Their analysis suggested that it is not necessary to invoke additional unknown mass concentrations to explain the misalignment between the CMB velocity vector and the 2MRS dipole.
• Lavaux et al. (2010) derived the peculiar velocity field for 2MRS11.25 using an orbit-reconstruction algorithm and estimated the mean matter density within 3,000 km/s to be Ω m = 0.31 ± 0.05. They also studied the convergence toward the CMB dipole and found that less than half of the amplitude is generated within 40 h −1 Mpc.
• Davis et al. (2011) compared 2MRS11.25 to the SFI++ peculiar velocity survey (Masters et al. 2006; Springob et al. 2007a ) to place constraints on the bias between galaxies and dark matter halos, as well as β = f (Ω)/b (where f is the rate of growth of structure and b is the bias factor) and σ 8 (which measures the amplitude of the linear power spectrum on the scale of 8 h −1 Mpc).
SUMMARY
2MASS has fulfilled its goal of providing and extremely uniform, deep and unbiased survey of the nearby Universe. The 2MASS Redshift Survey is 97.6% complete to a limiting magnitude of K s = 11.75 mag over 91% of the sky, and its catalog contains redshifts for 43,533 galaxies.
2MRS has produced an essentially complete map of the local Universe out to z ∼ 0.08. While the characteristics of the structures are similar to what has been seen before, we now have a nearly full view of the nearby Universe. Now we need to measure not only the redshifts, but also real distances (e.g., Masters et al. 2008) to extract the full measure of cosmological information. JPH and LMM were visiting astronomers at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy under contract with the National Science Foundation. This publication has made use of the following resources:
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we present all-sky plots of the 2MRS data set in equatorial coordinates as well as ancillary tables. Red for V h < 1, 000 km/s, blue for 1, 000 < V h < 2, 000 km/s, and green for 2, 000 < V h < 3, 000 km/s. Fig. A2 .-Same as Fig. A1 , but for velocities between 3,000 and 6,000 km/s. Note. -This table is presented in its entirety in the online version of the paper. All properties of the reprocessed galaxies are listed in Table 3 under their respective 2MASS IDs. The contents of this Table are intended to provide an overview of the changes due to the reprocessed photometry. Note. -This table is presented in its entirety in the online version of the paper. All properties of the flagged galaxies are listed in Table 3 under their respective 2MASS IDs. This Table is only intended to provide an index of the galaxies with suspect photometry. Note. -This table is presented in its entirety in the online version of the paper. These galaxies are not part of our catalog and therefore we do not list their photometric properties. This Table is only intended to provide other users of the 2MASS XSC an index of galaxies that we consider to have compromised photometry. -II  3  II  4  II-II  5  III  6  III-IV  7  IV  8 IV-V 9 V
Note. -The morphological information is encoded in Table 3 following the ZCAT convention. It is a 5 digit code (I2, A1, I1, A1). The first two digits are the numerically coded T type, the next letter (if present) is the Bar type, the next digit (if present) is the numericaly coded luminosity class, and the final letter (if present) denotes morphological perculiarities. 
